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Basic Problems

�Problem 1: Body Guidance

Here we are interested in moving an object from one position to 

another. The problem may call for a simple translation or a 
combination of translation and rotation.
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For example, as for casting mould 
turnover, the mould must be moved 
from the horizontal position BC to 
the vertical position B’C’



Basic Problems

�Problem 2: Function Generation
The task is to make an output member to rotate, oscillate, or

reciprocate according to a specified function of time or function of the 

input motion.
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For example, synthesize a four-bar 
linkage to generate the function 
y=logx

x: angle of the input crank

y: angle of the output rocker



Basic Problems

Quick-return mechanism is a kind of specific function 

generator. 
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Mechanism of squaring machine 

requirement: 

Output link moves much 
faster through the return 
stroke than it does during 
the working stroke



Basic Problems

�Problem 3: Path Generation
The task is that a coupler point is to generate a path having a 

prescribed shape.

Requirement: 

the path of point E is a 
horizontal straight line
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Crane Mechanism



Basic Problems
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Requirement: 

the path of point E is a oval curve

Blender Mechanism



�Design Methods:

� Analytical: high precision

� Graphical: intuitive, simple, low precision

� Experimental: low precision

Basic Problems



This presentation only addresses on dimensional 

synthesis of body guidance and function generation, 

using the graphical and analytical methods, 

demonstrating by some typical examples. 



Dimensional Synthesis of Body Guidance 
(Graphical Method)

�Given two or three the specified positions of coupler

Eg. Design a four-bar linkage, of which the coupler pass the 
specified positions I, II, and III.



Dimensional Synthesis of Body Guidance
(Graphical Method)

Step 1: choose positions of joint B and C, ie., B1,C1, B2,C2,B3,C3

As for this example, we can arbitrarily choose the positions of joints B and C in 

one of the three specified positions, because there is no any restraint on them. 

NOTE: Once the first position of joint B and C is chosen, their relative positions 

and the length of couple are determined and should be kept constant with the 

other positions.   



Dimensional Synthesis of Body Guidance
(Graphical Method)

Step 2: determine the positions of joints A and D

HINT: joints A and D are the corresponding centers of the paths of joints B and C

Drawing procedure:

1.Line B1B2, and B2B3.

2.Draw their perpendicular bisectors m and n.

3.The point of intersection of m and n is 

position of joint A.

4. Joint D can be determined by similar 

procedure.



Dimensional Synthesis of Body Guidance
(Graphical Method)

Step 3: connect joints A, B1, C1 and D. AB1C1D is the first position of the required 

four-bar linkage.

Measure the lengths of four links, according to the scale, 
the real lengths of all links can be figured out.



Dimensional Synthesis of Body Guidance

(Graphical Method)

DISSCUSSION

�When two or three positions of the coupler are specified, there are 
indefinite number of design solutions. 

�If three positions of the coupler are specified, at the same time, the 
positions of the moving joints are also given, then there is only one 
solution.  



Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation

�Given the positions of pin joints A and D, and the corresponding
relationship between the input motion and output motion

Eg. Design a four-bar linkage, of which when the driving link rotates angles φ1, φ2, 

and φ3, the driven link is desired to rotate corresponding angles ψ1,ψ2, and ψ3. The 

positions of pin joints A and D are specified, as shown in below.



Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation 

(Graphical Method)

ANALYSIS:

•For the body guidance synthesis it’s easy to determine the two pin joints A and D, 

knowing the moving joints B and C because pivots A and D are fixed. 

•For the function generation synthesis it’s difficult to determine the two moving 

joints B and C, knowing the two fixed joints A and D because the positions of B and 

C vary at every moment.

So the reasonable method is to transfer the function generation synthesis into the 

body guidance synthesis.

Function Generation Body Guidance？
Answer: kinematic inversion



Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation 

(Graphical Method)

NOTE:
• In Fig. (b), hold C1D stationary and permit the remaining links, including the frame, to occupy 

the same relative positions as in Fig. (a).

• B1C1 is positioned the same in Fig. (a) and (b).

• The inversion is made on the C1D position. 

• The frame is moved backward through the angle ψ1 -ψ2 to get the linkage to the B2C2 position. 

• The second position in Fig. (b) is A1
2B

1
2C1D.

• In Fig. (b), AB is the coupler, so it’s a synthesis of body guidance.  

(a) (b)



Step 1: determine the position of joint B. Invert the linkage on link CD. 

Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation

(Graphical Method)

Here we will invert on link CD in the 

first design position.



Step 2: determine the new positions of B2 and B3 , ie., B2’ and B3’.

Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation 

(Graphical Method)

Drawing procedures:

1. Draw a line from D to B2

2. Rotate it backward through 

the angle ψ1 – ψ2 to locate B2’

3. Draw a line from D to B3

4. Rotate it backward through 

the angle ψ1 –ψ3 to locate B3’

NOTE: Since we are inverting on 

the first design position, B1 and 

B1’ are coincident. 



Step 3: determine the position of pin joint C. 

Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation

(Graphical Method)

Draw midnormals to the 

lines B1B2’ and B2’B3’.

These intersect at C1 and 

define the first position of 

pin joint C.



Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation

(Graphical Method)

Step 4: connect joints A, B1, C1 and D. AB1C1D is the first position of the required 

four-bar linkage.

Measure the lengths of four 

links, according to the scale, 

the real lengths of all links can 

be figured out.  



Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation
(Analytical Method)

Method: loop-closure equation
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Step3: project to x and y coordinate axes, 

and we obtain the two algebraic equations
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Step1: establish the coordinate system A-xy

Step2: define the position vectors and write 

the vector equation
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Eliminating       we obtain
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Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation
(Analytical Method)

Substitute (3) into (2), and we have
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Equation (7) contains 5 variables to be determined, ie., C0,C1,C2, φ0, 

and ψ0, so at most 5 corresponding positions between input link and 

output link can be precisely realized.

Dimensional Synthesis of Function Generation
(Analytical Method)

Equation (7) is difficult to solve because it is non-linear , so the 

unknowns φ0 and ψ0 are usually first determine by experience. 

Then equation (7) can be solved simultaneously for the three 

unknowns C0, C1, and C2. From equation (6) m, n, and p are solved. 

Then a length, say l1, is selected for one of the links and equation (3) 

solved for the dimensions of the other three.



Dimensional Synthesis of Quick-Return Mechanism

� synthesize crank-rocker mechanism

given advance-to return-time ratio K, and the swinging angle range ψ of rocker CD, 

design the crank-rocker linkage

Step1: determine  pin joints D and C

Drawing procedure:

1. Locate point D

2. Choose any desired rocker 

length LCD

3. Draw the two positions C1D 

and C2D of rocker separated 

by the angle ψ as given
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Step2: calculate θ, and determine pin joint A

Drawing procedure:

1. Draw line C1C2

2. Through C2 draw line C2M at the angle 90°- θ to 

C1C2. Through C1 draw line C1N perpendicular  

to C1C2. C2M and C1N intersect at point P.

3. Draw the circle of diameter C2P

4. Choose a point on the arc C1PC2 as the 

location of crank pivot A.

Dimensional Synthesis of Quick-Return Mechanism



Step3: determine the length of links AB and BC
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Or AB and BC can be calculated as follows

Drawing procedure:

1.Draw an arc through A of radius AC1, 

intersecting AC2 at point E. The distance 

EC2 is twice the crank length. So, bisect this 

distance to find AB.  

2.Draw a circle through A of radius AB. The 

intersection with AC2 is B2.

QUESTION: 

can joint A be chosen at on 

the arc FG?

Dimensional Synthesis of Quick-Return Mechanism



� synthesize offset slider-crank mechanism

given advance-to return-time ratio K, offset distance e, and the slider stroke, design 

the crank-slider linkage

The synthesizing procedure is 

similar to that of synthesizing 

crank-and-rocker mechanism. 

See the left figure.

Dimensional Synthesis of Quick-Return Mechanism



Simulation

The synthesis results can be validated by simulation. Here is an example. 
The simulation is done with software ADAMS/VIEW.

Example: for a crank-and-rocker mechanism, as shown in the figure. 

Knowns: LCD=75mm, LAD=100mm, K=1.25, rocker angle at right extreme 
position to the frame φ=45°. Determine the lengths of crank LAB and 

coupler LBC.



Simulation

The graphical solution is shown as figure.

The result is that:

LAB=37.5mm

LBC=108.75mm



Simulation

Virtual Prototype Angular Velocity of Rocker

Simulation shows that it takes rocker respective 6.66s and 5.34s during working 

stroke and backward stroke with the whole cycle is 12s. So the actual advance-to 

return-time ratio is 1.247. The error is brought by drawing and simulation and is 

acceptable.  Therefore the synthesis result is proved to be correct.

Simulation result
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